
The Pace of Change Is Accelerating;  
Adaption Speed Is Critical

The world is changing faster than ever. Global 
threats are more complex and less predictable, new 
technologies arise more rapidly, expanding missions 
strain already extended budgets, and the government’s 
digital IQ increasingly demands high-tech solutions.

Traditional Acquisition Processes Limit 
Adaptability in Dynamic Environments

Traditional acquisition of innovation and technology 
prioritizes rigid requirements, pursues limited 
interaction with users during development, and 
delivers static, rapidly dated technology.

Why Collaborate with a Technology Integration Partner?

Why Select LMI as your Technology Integration Partner?

LMI is the Government’s Technology 
Integration Partner

Insightful innovation, transformative problem-solving, and accelerated improvement can be the difference between 
mission success and failure. To address today’s opportunities and challenges, organizations must identify, adopt, and 
integrate next generation technologies, processes, and workforces at the pace of need. The government needs access 
to a constantly evolving ecosystem of data, capabilities, and expertise through a Technology Integration Partner. 

 • True innovation is technology agnostic. LMI maintains an extensive 
network of technology partners, venture opportunities, and 
technology scouting as well as applied research and academic 
partnerships, focusing on the best solutions to accelerate innovation 
and maximize time to value, regardless of the solution’s origin. 

 • LMI maximizes value for our customers. We invest in emerging 
technology, incorporating next generation capabilities and tools (e.g., 
Vantage, Advana, and ServiceNow). 

 • Innovative support requires a partner structured for speed and 
scale. LMI’s CTO organization innovates for our customers through 
a family of capabilities, aligning emerging technology and applied 
research with rapidly developed prototypes and products to engage 
customers. 

 • Activities evolve, flex, and surge over the life of a solution. Through 
our extensive organizational reach back capability, we ideate rapidly, 
develop iteratively, and access additional knowledge, skills, and 
expertise to meet the dynamic needs of innovation. 

https://www.lmi.org/


LMI’s Forge™ Innovation Platform Scales Innovation for 
Internal Research and Development and Our Customers
LMI infuses innovation and technology into all phases of acquisition and solution development—helping 
customers define and realize their vision from concept to implementation. With our scalable platform, we 
cocreate iterative requirements and have ongoing interactions with users during development, ensuring 
repeatable technology and innovation. 

LMI Delivers Innovation, Agility, and Flexibility From Concept to Delivery, Shifting Innovation and Development
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About Us
At LMI, we’re reimagining the path from insight to outcome at the new speed of possible. Combining a legacy 
of over 60 years of federal expertise with our innovation ecosystem, we minimize time to value and accelerate 
mission success. We energize the brightest minds with emerging technologies to inspire creative solutioning 
and push the boundaries of capability. LMI advances the pace of progress, enabling our customers to thrive 
while adapting to evolving mission needs.

Learn more at lmi.org   

LMI built the Forge™, our technology studio, to explore and 
test new ideas and accelerate government organizations’ 
development time. The Forge™ constructs early-stage 
concepts on advanced technology by combining our federal 
market expertise with agile development and human-
centered design.  
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